
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

De-hire Guidance 
 

Your Vehicle Is Delivered  

You should ensure that any damage to the vehicle, lack of 2nd Key, service book, owner’s manual and/or 

locking wheel nut key (where applicable) is reported to Fleetcare immediately and noted on the delivery 

sheet.  

3 – 6 Month Prior To End Of Contract  

You have received an email reminding you when your vehicle is due to be returned and suggested actions 

you may wish to take to avoid any end of lease de-hire damage charges.  

Imminent Vehicle Return 

You will be contacted by Fleetcare to make arrangements for the specific time, date and location for your 

vehicle to be collected. At this stage you should ensure any remedial works required to bring your vehicle 

up to the BVRLA fair wear and tear standards are complete before the collection date. 

Vehicle Collection  

Your vehicle will be collected by a driver nominated by the leasing company. You will be required to be 

present at the collection. The driver will note any damage they have highlighted on the vehicle and this will 

be documented on the collection sheet. If you do not agree with the drivers observations this should also 

be noted on the collection sheet. The driver will not make a decision about whether any highlighted damage 

is chargeable  

Leasing Company Inspection 

The returned vehicle will now be sent to a location nominated by the leasing company for a further 

assessment by individuals trained in BVRLA fair wear and tear standards. This assessment may highlight 

damage not detailed by the collection driver due to his/her reduced knowledge of the BVRLA fair wear and 

tear standards, its location on the vehicle, light and weather conditions at collection or damage only 

becoming apparent once the vehicle has been cleaned.  

Leasing Company Invoicing  

If no damage outside of the BVRLA fair wear and tear guidelines has been identified or any such damage 

that has been identified is charged at £150.00 or less the leasing company will not raise an end of lease     

de-hire damage charge. The leasing company will send an invoice for any de-hire damage charges above 

this amount to Fleetcare and must do so within 21 days of the vehicle collection date. If no invoice has been 

raised prior to the 21 days elapsing you can be happy in the knowledge that no de-hire charge has been 

applied to your vehicle.  


